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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This
conference was from the pioneers in Technology “STEPAHEAD”. Cloud Computing is the latest happening
in Technology. It was interactive session where concept of cloud computing was told along with demonstration.
Illustrations were clear and in simple language.
All were amazed to see the demonstration of feature called as ODL(On demand Laptop) which could be
provided in few minutes, for example suppose one has any Operating System and one require Windows2008
Server machine with good hardware feature then it is possible to get it immediately from cloud without
spending on hardware cost.
At the end students asked questions and all questions were answered to the satisfaction of the students. We
would request for one more conference from them in the coming term. Also we are exploring on the ideas
told . Also free ODL is being provided . It requires one time registration over the website :
www.stepaheadsolution.com and click on CAPS LOGIN menu in upper right hand corner or
can also access the same using this link
http://54.86.71.67/pages/Login.aspx

A spark to learn more has been initiated through this conference which is evident from the feedback so far
collected.
1) Thanks a lot for the session. A new Technology ODL was introduced . This may help in future. Hope to
learn more on this concept. Thank you. (Student)
2) Nice and interactive session . Doubts were cleared nicely and we got to know more about new
Technology Like Hadoop. Cloud Computing. (Student)
3) Nice Session, gives an idea of one of the many alternatives available.(Faculty)
4) It’s a new direction of thinking . The problem which was time consuming to solve appears easy to solve
when new ways of solving is applied after understanding the concept of cloud computing in this
conference. (Faculty)
5) It was enlightening experience.
(Student)
6) It was very informative. Interest in this subject has increased.(Student)
7) We look forward to future sessions. (Student)
8) The concept of ODL was very good. Came across the term of private cloud. Overall a very enlightening
session. (Student)
9) It was good experience to understand new concepts related to latest technology.
10) Informative session as we got to know new topics. Also helped for TY projects. (Student)
11) It was really good looking forward for some more sessions like this in future. . (Student)
12) The live session was interesting and interactive. Got to know new things which increased my curiosity
for the same. It was very informative and helpful . Looking forward for some more sessions . (Student)

